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Watenriew Ups Yours .• •
even on the operations and maintenance
of the apartments. Student Body Vice
President Felicity Lenes has officiaUy requested the data University House used
to determine the need for the 10% rent
by scott hooker
increase, but that information may take a
shooker@gmail.com
few weeks to be released to SG.
A couple of festering issues appear
Students received quite a shock in to have led to this particular shortfall.
January when the Office of Housing The first was the longstanding policy of
Operations sent them an e-mail detail- subleases only ended this past summer,
ing a 10% rent increase for all leases in which created the problems of often illthe Waterview Park Apartments. This maintained apartments being transferred
increase is much greater than the previ- from student to student while remainous years' incremental 3% inflation-based ing under five to ten year-old rent costs.
hikes, and the major reasoning behind These apartments were typically handed
the move sterns from the significant off to new tenants via subleases, and the
costs University House has sustained in management could not perform a comupgrading the maintenance of the apart- plete set of maintenance done with norments.
mal lease turnover. Secondly, in years
A Modest Proposal obtained an e-mail past, Waterview Park Apartments often
sent from Matthew Grief, Director of neglected ordinary maintenance, leading
Housing Operations to a concerned Wa· to vastly increased maintenance costs beterview Student on January 22. In it, he cause of this lack of care.
said that for the Fall of 2007, prelimiWhat the e-mail to the student body
nary work is being conducted to expand notably leaves out is the fact that if the
the Peer Advisor program found only in previous management had done adequate
Phases VIII and IX to include all phases maintenance, students would not be
in the W aterview Park Apartments. More forced to pay now for the previous failcosts associated with this change are ex- ures of Waterview Park. As many readers
pected. Additionally, he stated that in may recall, the Waterview Commission
the future, students will be al:-!e to expect was formed after numerous issues with
rental increases more in line with housing the apartments and student affairs were
market inflation, and that another reason detailed in a scathing Dallas Observer
for this year's titanic increase is due to the article in the spring of 2005. Its wide"inconsistency" of applying rent increases reaching conclusions were announced
at the end of the summer, and there has
to all ofWatcrview in years past.
Members of the Campus Housing been a lot of activity subsequent to that
and Advising Committee (CHAC) re- point about implementing these propos.
layed information from their meetings ~s.
with administration about what has led
While the implemented recommento these significant increases in rental dations of the Waterview Commission
rates. It was estimated from the meet- over the spring and summer of 2006
ings that approximately S1,000,000 in have vastly improved preventative mainmaintenance costs and related expenses tenance and response times, these have
has been spent on Phases I-IX. The justi- also led to the significantly higher costs
fication for the 10% increase is said to be for the management. Be that as it may,
for University House to be able to break why should students have to pay for

W aterview's recurrent negligence and · dents should
the
mismanagement of the apartments; why shoulder
responsibilmust students pay even more to keep the monetary
apartments at a merely acceptable stan- ity for Waterview's failures is
dard of living?
an ethical issue that the university must
Furthermore, Waterview's attitude consider before allowing such steep rent
toward the rent increase is one of in- increases. I would suggest phasing in the
difference towards student difficulties. rent rukes instead of introducing them all
From previous conversations members in one year. If the total increases would
of student government have had with the be 10% this year and 3% each subseWaterview and the university, it is their quent year, why not increase rent by 7% '
policy that on-campus housing should this year and 6% next year? The increases
inherently carry a "premium" because of would then be divided over two years,
its proximity to the campus. Hence the allowing for a more gradu~ adjustment
fact that Waterview housing tends to in students' budgets. Such a move would
be !lignificantly more expensive in com· show Waterview's concern for finding a
parison to equivalent apartments near the middle ground with students and might
campus. Instead of attracting students to repair some of the damage due to Matthe campus apartments, Waterview seems thew Grief's e-mail. IfWaterview refuses
intent on penalizing students for the to phase in the rent increase, it will have
right to enjoy living in walking distance to accept the inevitable consequence that
to UTD. lhe university has expressed students will move elsewhere. The next
concerns about the image of on-campus move is Waterview's, and I hope for the
housing, and this is certainly no help.
sake of student life at UTD that they reIt can't be helped now that the uni· consider the increases. •
versity waited too long to look into the
problems that plagued Waterview in years
Srolt H()(Jl" may have lo u/1 himJt/fon Driw A lo
past.lhe damage is already done, and the
afford rml in May.
costs are only mounting. W hether stuDiJcwss tbis 4rtick at am,p.utsliJUu.edu!
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Cultivating a Distaste for Death
A Philosophical Look at Capital Punishment
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by richard

~

~

laird

~k1021 OOO@utdallas.cdu

Prior to the November elections, I discovered that
two of the prominent Texas Democrats running for
statewide office - Chris Bell and Barbara Radnofsky - both supported the death penalty. This may have
been a ploy to tap into the tough-on-crime Texan
vote; if not, they must truly believe capital punishment
is warranted. A recent Gallup poll indicated that 64%
of Americans still favor the death penalty. I would like
to offer them -and anyone else interested- a little of
my insight on the subject.
With an MS in AppUed Sociology from UTD,
I know there are studies s;tying the death penalty is
a deterrent to crime and more saying it is not. The
pmblem is that there is no definitive proof that a fear
of the death sentence is an effective deterrent. As an
avid reader on human nature, I theorize that a much
greater deterrent to crime is the fear of getting caught.
It would therefore be more productive to focus on
crime-solving technology, procedures, and efforts than
on capital punishment. If we spent as much manpower and effort solving serious crimes as we did trying
to catch people driving ten mph over a posted speed
limit, we might virtually eliminate violent crime as we
know it.
Let's examine the deatb sentence deterrent argument a little further. The deterrence factor is essentially aimed at that very small percentage of aberrant population most inclined to commit murder or
another extreme crime. 'Jhis same small percentage is
also less likely to consider the consequences of their
actions. 1he vast majority of the law abiding population doesn't acrually think: "Gee, I'd better not kill that
guy becaose we have a death penalty, and I get could
executed for it."
Even a supposedly intelligent, rational thinking
adult is not logical - psychologically speaking - in
that instant he or she kills someone out of passion,
jealousy, envy, greed, anger, etc. And someone who
spends time and e·ffort planning to murder would be
even less willing to accept deterrence, having presumably reduced the risk of getting caught. Deterrence is
however continually used as a convenient excuse for a
more logical reason: revenge. Revenge is a destructive
emotion but still logical in the realm of our human
nature.

Saddam's hanging not only provided Sunnis extremistS with a martyr but resulted in SeYenll copycat suicides.
Photo courtesy of AI-Jazeera.

A cost-benefit analysis provides further insight.
According to U.S. Department of Justice statistics, at
year end 2004, the average elapsed time from sentence
to execution was 11 years. This is more than a third
of the average life sentence of approximately 29 years.
A study by Mauer, King, and Young (2004) estimates
that the average cost to taxpayers for a life sentence is
$l million. Let's compare that to death row stats: The
state of Colorado notes that it costs $103 per day for a
death row inmate (for what it's worth, Texas says it can
do it for half as much), which amounts to S413,500
for the average 11 year stay. When you add the average
cost of S365 ,000 that the government spends to prosecute a death penalty case, we are already at $778,500,
more than* the cost of a life sentence a.nd that doesn't
include the benefit gained from the productive, working inmate. Regardless of taxpayer expense, what about
the cost to our senses of compassion, fairness, forgive ness, or due process?
Anna Qpindlen, novelist and Newsweek columnist,
noted in her recent essay "The Failed Experiment,"
that ten percent of the total number of criminals killed
by the death row since it was re-instated in 1976 have
been exonerated of their crimes. 'Ibis translates to
123 innocent people killed for the crimes of others by

the United States government. Of course, improving
technology and expertise would conlinu.e to reduce
this margin of error, but what is an acceptable margin
of error when it comes to killing someone?
Quindlen also notes that four countries are responsible for almost all executions worldwide: China, Iran,
Saudi Arabia, and the United States. In the past three
decades, the number of countries abplishing the death
penalty has gone from 16 to 86. For those leery of the
"liberal media," Carl Cannon of the National Review
makes "A conservative case against capital punishment" which I highly recommend.
This issue, however, goes weU beyond the deterrent debate, or costs, or injustice. I am certainly not a
specialist in this area; but more concerned here with
philosophical implications. As long as we continue to
sanction our governments to kill people on our behalf
- whether it be for war or for punishment - we will
never progress to our full potential as humans. Obviously war is a much larger, more complex societal
mechanism that is so ingrained into our psyche that it
may never be totally eliminated.
The death penalty, however, could theoretically be
eliminated with the flick of a switch - no pun intended. A government cou.ld simply say, no, we're not
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"I'm sorry, Johnny, but we've
decided you're never going to
learn that killing is wrong, so
we're going to have t~ put you
down."

Illustration by Ben Dower

going to do that anymore, and it would be banished,
alongside bloodletting and slavery. Elimina6ng government sanctioned killing with in societies oould be
a first step toward reducing government sanctioned
killing between societies. We should first accept the
reality that our primary reason for even having a death
penalty - or war for that matter - is to satisfy our
collective desire for revenge. Again, do most people
really care about deterrence? Probably not. They simply want some revenge, under the guise of justice. For
those of us who obey the law, follow the rules, honor
the social contract ... it's satisfying to punish those
who can't , or won't. Especially those who murder.
Examining the religious aspects of this argument,
specifically from the Christian perspective, also yields
some surprising results. Regardless of what we believe
happens to us after we die, what we know for sure is
this life on earth. The most horrible punishment I can
conceive is to deprive someone the right to experience
and enjoy the remainder of his life on this potentially
beautiful earth ... without killin~ him. Truly taking
away the benefits of sensing what we r-ake for granted
day after day after day would be a suitable punishment, without giving ourselves the moral authority to
take his physical life away.
If you believe in a hell, why rush to send this per-

son to a hell that he's going to anyway; particularly yet it is okay to lcill? H ow do we address the fact that
when you could make his life a microcosm of hell-on- the majority of those on death row were not able to
earth while he is here by depriving its experience? If afford an adequate defense capable of giving them the
he repents, and finds salvation, the Christian doctrine resources to avoid the worst-case scenario? And what
insists he is no longer going to bell, and is essentially message does it send to our friends, our children, our
a Mgood" person. If that's the case, then why would we God ... by sanctioning our ruling body to lcill someone
intentionally lcill a "good" person? A Christian argu- so dismissively?
ment for lcilling someone- regardless of what they've
I recall the news story of man who raped and then
done - makes little sense in this regard. And this is murdered a ten-year-old girL There is little doubt this
reinforced by the fact that Jesus did not condone kill- man didn't belong in our world. Shouldn't he be pering for any reason, not even self-defense.
manently removed from it, a punishment surely fitting
A classic study by Allport and Ross (1967) found his gruesome crime? 1be argument for that is compelthat religious people were generally less humanitarian ling. However, the issue remains to be: what do we
than non-religious people and more punitive in their accomplish by lcilling him when we can also get rid of
attitudes towards criminals. Although there are occa- him in other ways? The answer is simply, we satisfy our
sional hints that we actually may be "evolving," I've need for revenge. And we can satisfy it by not having
seen no conclusive evidence to refute this finding. It is to pull the trigger, or switch, ourselves.
estimated that 1) 76% of American's claim to be of the
We admire so much our leaders who are "brave"
Christian faith, which purports that 2) the New Testa- enough to stand up to aggression - actual or perment takes precedent over the Old Testament. If both ceived - by retaliating with aggression. Who will be
of those factoids were technically true, there should be brave enough to stop the cycle of revenge? •
at least a 76% disapproval rate of capital punishment
in the U.S. How did this paradox develop?
There are so many unanswerable questions that arise
Richard Laird btl~ in stt!Jin' aliw and awith lxwing
from our thirst for capital punishment: Where is the
anyjortign subs/anus couning tlm>ugh hu «ins.
Disaus t.IJis Drti£1~ IJI IIMft· ¥f@*• .nJilf
logic in saying that it is inhuman to torrure someone,
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How iPhone Stole My Sanity
No "radioactive emissions" necessary: Apple's sexy phone, Verizon's stanky plans

by luke mckenzie
luke.mck~nzic@srudent.utdallas.cdu

prevent me from downloading MP3s I already have on my
compuur to the phone I legnlly own.
The scales fell from my eyes. I'd been blinded by desire and seduced by the pretty red logo. But my family was
happy, so there was no escaping the contract. I knelt on the
floor, rocking on my heels, silently cursing my ignorance.

We Are jobs' Army, Hear Us Roar
It all started innocently enough. Our cell phones were of
the chunky, late-'90s Nokia variety; good only for making
telephone calls and beaning would-be assailants in the face.
And in regards to the former, they<i lost their touch.
lt was December 2006. I was young. I didn't know anything. Alll had to go on was Consumer Reports. And Consumer Reports said the best service in Dallas was Verizon
Wireless. Considering my sister's boyfriend also had Verizoo (e.g. free minutes!), the proverbial deal was sealed.
1he four of us walked into the Verizon store, moving
together in a modular clump just like in the commercials.
We were the quintessential American family.
The salesman treated us IJke royalty- albeit tragically ignorant royalty- and addressed each of us in turn to meet our
needs.l paid extra for the phone I really liked: the "sexy and
sophisticated'' LG music phone that had just come out. I was
assured I could even check my Gmail on it.
My father said he'd never had a better buying experience.
We walked away a Happy FamilyrM.

Falling Off The 'Vertical Horizon'
Upon showing it to my friends, though, I was met with
utter disgust. At first, I simply scoffed. 1hey didn't have sexy
flip phones. 1hey're just jealous.
So I turned to the Intarweb. But even i t - the lair oflies
itself- hearkened of a travesty as yet unforeseen.
With each friend I consulted and each review I read, the
harbingers of doom (which, I realized with horror, had been
ringing for some time now) could no longer be ignored. No
GSM. No SIM card. No Java software. Verizon reps seem
not to know the difference between doUars and cents.
And, to top it all off: in an effort to get me to use their
VCAST service, Verizon allegedly hobbles their phones'
Bluetooth capabilities to

Apple Computer- excuse me, Apple- has this irritatingly perfect way of cornering markets. They sit around on
their haunches, quietly learning from their peers' mistakes.
'Ihen they release their own product. And not just any product: the "product done ri.ght."
Usually, it's an immediate success.
They did it with the first iMac. Then they really did it
with the infallible iPodliTunes juggernaut. And now- as I
watched the streaming video of Apple's Macworld keynote
on January 9th - they were trying to do it again.
Apple's insane frontman SteV\: Jobs was treading the
boards, feeding the audience some drivel about how some
products change the course of history or something.
· But the crowd knew what was coming. They began to
roar, like a lion or other large animal, as the colorful logo
spun about spasmodically on the screen and Mr. Jobs continued to shout impulsively.
"An iPod! ... A phone! ... An internet communicator! ...
An iPod! ... A phone! ..."
My mind thought, Wow, Steve, you couldn i 'vefound o more
succinct namefor that third one? But my heart was elsewhere.
It was in the audience, roaring with the crowd - driven so
by the greatest ringleader in the business.
"These are not three separate devices. This is one device!"
The lion screamed and applauded. After years of speculation and rumors, iPhone was finally here.
1stared vapidly as Mr. Jobs demonstrated its awe-inspiring eye candy to the crowd, who just couldn't get enough of
it. I couldn't get enough of it. They'd done an excellent job
building an interpretation of what Jobs' Army really wanted:
a way to carry only one device that does it all. And, hoo boy,
will it ever sell.
Then my eyes fell on the "sexy" little LG before me,
hardly a fortnight old. Suddenly a tiny Katamari Damacy
was rolling my guts up into a little ball.

I couldn't watch any more. Resisting the temptation to
chuck the LG out the window, I went to bed; only to dream
fitfully of an orchard ofiPhones floating before me, just out
of reach.

Second Place is Okay
Things were no better the next morning. One of my
favorite webcomics proclaimed, "Jesus is back, and He's a
phone now.'' And thanks to its trifold nature, initial reviews
called the iPhone the "holy trinity" of handheld devices.
Oh snap, I thought. Not even my beliefs are safe.
But then the hard facts about iPhone came seeping into
the Intarwub's collective consciousness. Cingular exclusive.
No third-parry software. Not 3G (whatever that is).
I grabbed hold of these threads of negativity to justify
my phone. Mine has an unbelievably awesome voice dial
function! And I can stand to check Gmail on a tiny baby
web browser, anyway.
In the end, I realized one of my favorite things about
iPho.ne was the dang wallpaper. So I set Apple's "Clown
Fish" image as my phone's wallpaper (by taking a photo, of
course - I still can't get file transfers working) and called
myself contented.
By now, the hype in my brain has died down, so I can
answer the tough questions with some measure of sanity.
So: Is Verizon Wireless really all that bad? Probably not.
I'm just a very discerning customer.
Does my pessimistic take on the iPhone reflect the device accurately? Probably not. I'm just really jealous.
But will I be nashing to dump my sexy phone anytime
soon in favor ofThe 'Phone? Probably not.
All told, the thing absolutely reeks of promise of awesomeness.111ere's no denying that. But that promise has yet
to be delivered en masse. If, once my parents' contract is up,
the iPhone has proven its mettle, I might just get one. But
let's not be hasty.
After all, I have two years to decide. •
Lul.t McKm:r.it can be .um tm tllmpu; riding his /Jicycl• and sh()uting

loudly int() his phone "Call Dad! CAU DAD!•
Dimus this arlicu at 4mp.urdqllqr.td11!
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The Koran Controversy
Swearing-in ceremony causes Christian Right to raise hell

by ben dower
kaiser.benjamin@gmail.com

The tradition of swearing in
Congressmen on the Bible has been
around since the Presidency of George
Washington. In itself, this tradition is a
good one; by symbolically taking an oath
on the Bible, devout Christians are making
their pledge to the highest authority they
can imagine. But what about those people
who that aren't Christian?
To demand that a Muslim take an
oath on the holy book of a different faith
isn't just unreasonable - it transforms
this harmless convention into a religious
prerequisite for holding office. Yet this is
e;cactly what Representative Virgil Goode
and countless other highly vocal individuals
have demanded.
In response to Rep. Keith Ellison's
use of the Koran during the swearing in
ceremony, Goode ·distributed a note to his
constituents stating he did •not subscribe
to using the Koran in any way. • He went
on to add, "I fear that in the next century
we will have many more Muslims in the
United States if we do not adopt the
strict immigration policies that I believe
are necessary to preserve the values and
beliefs traditional to the United States
of America." Traditions like freedom of
religion, Congressmen?
It's hard to decide which is more
shocking, the blatant ignorance · and
bigotry in Goode's assertions or the loud
approval he has received by numerous
columnists and bloggers throughout the
nation. Dennis Prager, a syndicate radio
host and columnist, e;cplained his thoughts
on the subject: "America should not give a
hoot what Keith Ellison's favorite book is.
Insofar as a member of Congress taking an
oath to serve America and uphold its values
is concerned, America is only inreresred in
one book, the Bible. Ifyou are incapable of
taking an oath on that book, don't serve in
Congress."
Clearly Mr. Prager's feelings on what

Keith Ellison is sworn in on a copy of the Koran owned by Thomas Jefferson himself.

is or isn't American are not guided by
America's Constitution which dearly
states, "The senators and representatives ...
shall be bound by oath or affirmation to
support this Constitution; but no religious
test shall ever be required as a qualification
to any office or public trust under the
United States."
In fact, several prominent Presidents
chose not to use a Bible during their
inauguration ceremonies. These include
such notable figures as John Qyincy
Adams who took his oath on a book of
laws containing the Constitution,Theodore
Roosevelt who used no book at all, and
Herbert Hoover, a Qyaker, who did not
swear at all but rather affirmed the oath of
office.
Returning to Goode's remarks, his
comments on immigration might be
more applicable {although no more
appropriate) had Keith Ellison himself

been an immigrant to this coumry. To the
contrary, Ellison converted to Islam in
college and can trace his ancestry in this
country back to 1742, more than [Wenty
years before the signing,of the Declaration
oflndependence.
If Goode wasn't specifically referring
to Ellison in llli; comments, then wt: must
assume he was referring to the danger
represented by all Muslims everywhere.
The idea that Muslims, who number 1.3
billion worldwide, are identical and that
the millions of American Muslims are
incapable of integrating into our society is
simply absurd.
Probably the most interesting point
made by Goode's supporters was the
assertion that the Koran contained
undemocratic and un-American content.
The controversial content included warnings
about the painful doom of unbelievers,
eternal fire, and Allah's rejection of non-

Muslims. Yet the Bible is .filled with a
plethora of similar remarks. Never mind
Moses killing someone for picking up
sticks on a Sunday and countless other Old
Testament anecdotes.
In 1 Corinthian 22:16 it clearly states,
"If anyone does not love the Lord Jesus
Christ, let him be accursed." Needless to
say, there are numerous other examples of
religious intolerance and persecution. lf
we're going to reject holy books based on
potentially volatile or violent content, the
Bible must also be excluded.
But the main reason to support Keith
Ellison's use of the Koran, or any book
that is holy to the individual being sworn
in> is so obvious it is almost not worth
mentioning. If the entire idea behind
using a book or object in conjunction with
an oath is to encourage that person to
be true to their word, then it only makes
sense to use something important to that
individual. In other words, if Keith Ellison
truly believes in the Koran, he will be
less likely to violate his oath having now
pledged on it. If he were to swear on the
Bible, his word would be far less binding,
at least in his own eyes.
While this scandal might be relatively
small in the grand scope of the political
battlefield, it has far-reaching implications.
If we, as Americans, are going to maintain
those values that Goode so mistakenly
cited, we must fight to maintain their
integrity. There's nothing wrong with being
proud of the Christian values of charity,
decency, and selflessness, but only if they
are promoted regardless of their source.
If what Goode fears isn't Islam itself, but
rather the hate, intolerance, and radicalism
he seems to associate with it, then I invite
him (and any reader who might share his
views) to turn inward and take a hard look
at what is prompting this reaction. By
trying to impose the Bible as a litmus test
for holding office in the name of American
values - values such as personal rights,
equality of opportun~ty, and tolerance of
diversity- advocates can only betray those
same ideals. •
Bm Dower$ arli<k h<u a IH.ginning and an mrl. 1M
r~stmblana /() qth~ Jlt>ritJ is quilt nmnrluzhlt.
l>UOU$ tbis article at Gm,9.uhllllltu.tdu!
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The Definition of Secularism
Do people really have the right to practice their religion?
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by marco mavromaras
marcomavro@gmail.com

The doctrine of separation of church and state
is one of the most essential elements in the fabric of
true representative democracies. It is indispensable and
fundamentally predicated upon protecting the religious
freedom of all groups in society by preventing any
one group from imposing itself upon the practices of
another. The French refer to it as laicire, while the more
familiar English term is secularism. What people are
not familiar with, however, is the shift that has taken
place recently in the exact definition of the word.
The ttaditional definition of secularism is the
neutrality of government and all public services in
matters relating to one or more religions. However,if you
search the Princeton Word net, it is defined as a doctrine
that rejects religion and reHgious considerations. This is
quite a difference, a move from neutrality to rejection.
In France the law of laicite prohibits the state from
"recognizing or funding any religion,"which would seem
to fall within the Kneutral" definition of secularism. The
interpretation of this law however has been extended
to ban students from wearing conspicuous religious
symbols in primary and secondary government
schools. Accordingly, students may not wear prominent
religious symbols such as large crosses, yaFmulkes,
Sikh head coverin~, or hijabs (the head coverings of
female Muslims.) One of the argtJments against the
law suggests that its interpretation aims primarily to
restrict Muslim girls, and that the similar restrictions
on students of other faiths is of secondary or even
incidental importance.
This argument has largely been justified by supporters
of the law who point out that they see the hijab as a
symbol of female repression. They cite threats and
acts of violence against women in Muslim society in
France who choose not to wear the hijab. Organizations
such as Ni Putes Ni Soumises (Neither Whores Nor

( ( Once again,

prev~nting a

group in society from freely
practicing their religion in the
name of religious harmony is
not only difficult, it creates an
insurmountable paradox.

''

Muslim woman protestS French policies toward secularism. Photo courtesy of www.islamonline.com

Submissives) who du not openly support' the law, have
done much to validate this claim by documenting cases
of gang r:tpe, abuse, and sororicide agaiost women
who refuse the hijab. Despite this truth, to claim that
the French state wishes to protect a group in society
by preventing everyone from freely practicing their
religion remains absurd. It seems that the French state
hfli inadvertently recognized religion, even if only for
the purpose of limiting it.
Recently in Holland the Dutch cabinet has supported
a proposal by the Dutch immigration minister to ban
Muslim women from wearing the burqa (the fu U body
covering commOJ\ly seen in Afghanistan during the rule
of the Taliban) in public places. The justification has
been given that the burqas disturb public order, citizens
and safety, and that integration and tolerance will be
promoted by removing this barrier. The secondary or
incidental effects of this law will outlaw crash helmets
with visors that obscure the face. Once again, preventing
a group in society from freely practicing their religion
in the name of religious harmony is not only difficult, it
creates an insurmountable paradox.
No major group will argue against separation of
church and state. No group in an established democracy
would seriously advocate a move to theocracy, the

installment ofstate sponsored religion or the mandatory
state sponsored exercise of religious practices contrary to
other's beliefs. However there are people who seriously
advocate and successfully legislate laws preventing
others from practicing their own religion in these
democracies.
The argument boils down to the definition of the
word secular and essentially one's opinion of the rights
of others. If we define secularism as the rejection of
religion as in the Princeton Wordnet, then one can
uphold the French hijab laws and the Dutch burqa
laws. But I would argue that you would then forfeit the
right to claim a beliefin freedom ofchoice and freedom
of religion. Any person is well within their rights to
personally reject religion, but to e:xpect the state to
practice the rejection of religion leads to laws that
infringe on others. If the state is neutral, then it cannot
prevent people from wearing hijabs or burqas. Thus in
accordance with the true definition of secularism, the
state should not be able to pass laws restricting the
religious freedom of individual citizens. •
I* ustd to thinlt. ·sorori<ide" refimtd 111 the murder ofsororities, but
Marro Maf.lromaras informs us it is not.
s1t1nd rorrtlltd.
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Inappropriately Secretive
Barnes and Noble
Campus bookstore stops printing book ISBN numbers; studentsfurious
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by arie litovsky
arie.litovsk}~gmail.com

Recall the first days of a typical UTD
semester. As a typical UTD student, you go
through the typical process of registering
for classes arid the typical textbook scavenger hunt. You might be wiUing to take the
easy, yet expensive, option of handing in your
schedule in your favorite bookstore and receiving all of your necessary textbooks along
with a fat bill. Yet, we all know a wise (or
poor) UTD student will shop around for a
bit before deciding where to spend his valuable dollars. He or she will browse online,
drive to alternative bookstores, or trade with
others until getting the best deal possible.
The quest begins with a simple question.
What books do I need to buy? Surprisingly
enough, finding the real answer will prove
to be a time-consuming rnsk. Srudents can
ch1>ose to embark on a pen-and-paper journey in which they go to the bookstore and
frantically write down the ten digit ISBN
number for each one of their precious textbooks, avoiding the glares and stares of the
store's employees.
They can search through the online syllabi for each one of their classes, hoping
the professor was kind enough to upload it
early and with the correct information. Some
will even try to get on the Barnes & Noble
bookstore website, set up especially for UTD,
where they will find nicely abbreviated versions of the full titles of their textbook.~, such
as "Larson, Calculus W/ Solo Voll + 2."Using these titles they can only hope to buy the
correct editions, lest their money go down
the drain.
Could this be any more of a painful, confusing, time-consuming, and frustrating process? All of this could be solved if only students were able to get their ISBN numbers
online. No more writing down long numbers.
No more finding the "right" book or edition.

Only dick, copy, paste, and s.hop. Life would chairman of the Graduate and International
be much simpler. Our univexsity is a young, Student Affairs committee, first brought this
technologically sophisticated institution, but issue to attention at Student Government
we are still buying books in the Stone Age. meetings and advocated for some change.
So why doesn't this source of information Mter establishing its importance last Deexist?
'
cember, he managed to appropriate funds
Well, it does, but we don't have access to in order to purchase a protest banner that
it. Barnes & Noble, our lovely on-campus would hang in or outside of the bookstore.
bookstore owner, has the duty of collecting Very soon-this month hopefully-all UTD
these numbers each semester, ordering the students w-d.lking near the bookstore, and
necessary books, publishing the list on the ideally the bookstore managers, will get the
UTD Barnes & Noble bookstore website, message.
and hiding the ISBN numbexs for our benA banner, however, is only the first step
efit. Yes, my fellow students, they .own tQi§, .:Qf""q}e process. Getting Barnes & Noble to

.

"'· .

If you believe in freedom of information, I
ask that you boycott the bookstore ... Or else. let
them take their ISBN numbers and leave.
database, and by contract with the university
seem to be able to do as they wish with it, including making our life harder. Besides getting their profit, isn't Barnes & Noble supposed to provide convenient, easy-to-access
information for the students?
This issue might seem of little merit, but
consider its possible consequences. The student body each year may spend thousands
of dollars buying the wrong textbooks. Not
having the right information on hand, students will spend more time looking for the
right textbooks, place a late order, and wait
impatiently after the semester has already begun for their books to arrive in the mail.
By not having these materials, their grades
could be affected. Many ofour graduate students can't find time after work to go through
all this mess. As a freshman, I personally experienced many of these problems and went
through quite an adventure to merely get the
information I needed to buy my books.
Rumor has it that Barnes & Noble is going to renew their contract with the University some time after the end of the school year.
Will these valuable ISBN numbers remain
hidden? Perhaps not all is lost. Kevin Patel,

''

make this information available to everyone online is going to be difficult; obviously,
they would consider such an action to be
against their interests. If a large number of
UTD students would show their support and
threaten to boycott the bookstore, I think our
administrators would take this into consideration and negotiate the new contract with
changes that require this information to be
published.
If Barnes & Noble refuses to comply, we
could design and implement our own database. Yet, doing so is only feasible by terminating our contract with this book company.
Nobody wants to type ISBN numbexs and
book titles into a database every semester
without a reward. 1hat is why we initially
contracted Barnes & Noble: to provide textbooks and maintain an updated database.
The university will not want to duplicate the
work and the costs.
Thus, I strongly believe if we cannot
reach and agreement with Barnes & Noble, we might have to switch to another
company or simply do it ourselves. Yes, you
read correctly, to have a UTD owned and
operated bookstore.

Student Government's banner protesting
any new contract with B&N.Image courtesy
of Student Gove1·nment.

If you believe in freedom of information, I ask that you boycott the bookstore and
show how you feel about this matter. Or else,
let Barnes & Noble take their ISBN numbers and leave. •
.1/rii!, Arie, quik ton/rary, why's your bocJs/ort blow?
... wt doni l.now himlhtll wdl •shrug•
Discuss this articltt at amp.utda/Ja.udu!
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Service with a Smile
Two UTD opportunities to spend less and do more

boonia
by kimberley allen
kim.allen@srudent.utdallas.cdu

Like many other students, I started
the semester with a long list of expen sive books to purchase. I had a budgc!t to
meet and wanted to avoid paying exorbitant prices and shipping.
Fortunately, Boonia came to the rescue! I came acmss several books I needed
on Boonia for half the price I would have
paid at the on Of. o.ff-campus bookstores.
l certainly can't complain about that.
So what is Boonia? Boonia is only the
coolest thing to hit UTD since Facebook.

I'm glad to say that, in truth, Boonia does ing and selling has never been easier.
make: sad frogs happy! In a world where
Boonia was created by a few UTD
Barnes & Noble refuses to provide ISBN students, which makes it even cooler.
numbers, look to Boonia to buy every- The website even sports a picture: of two
thing from cheap used textbooks to art happy UTD students exchanging a book
in front of Founders North. The idea of
and music- and never pay for shipping.
Here's how it works. You open a com- free exchange has caught on, and Boonia
pletely free account at Boonia.com.Then .is expanding to o~her colleges in the area.
you find what you'd Like to buy, agree to lhe Collin County Community College
the price, and meet up with the student branch just opened in January, and there
to pay. ·n1ebest part is that you're dealing are rumors that UNT could be next.
completely with UTD students, so buyI'd encourage you to try Boonia be-

fore turning to Amazon or eBay, since
Boonia will only improve as more students buy and sell on the website. Sure,
you can post every textbook you own to a
Facebookgroup and hope someone finds
it, but why not use something that works
so much better? Anything that beats the
bookstore system can only be good, so
l.ook to Boonia first! •
'

opt-in program's settings can be changed
to specify the maximum number of messages a user receives per period of time.
After SG investigated and the Student Senate voted to explore further, administrators and along with UT System
attorneys exhaustively reviewed and revised Mobile Campus' contract to make
certain students were protected.
SG Executive Committee member
and Chair of the Residential Student Affairs Committee Juliann Peterson says,
"At both the University and System level,
we've made efforts to ensure we're providing a product of benefit to students.
Contact information is scrupulously protected, and the safety and convenience
benefits of being able to receive warnings
from the University and notices of scheduling changes alone is enough to make
the service worthwhile in my opinion.
"The coupon discounts are the sprinkles on top of the icing on the eake."
Peterson added that since students

are free to opt-in or not; as they choose,
SG was excited to partner with Mobile
Campus.
Another feature of student interest is
the network available for organizations
to communicate instantly. Mobile Campus users can join groups and receive bulletins from their group's admins. At 1he
University of Florida, the first school to
welcome Mobile Campus, the football
coaching staff no longer has to hustle to
call each player individually if warm-up
time is changed: all it takes is a text to the
football group.
UTD's football program may not need
that tool - yet - but the cutting edge of
technology is the norm for UTD, making instant notification and electronic
coupons a fitting addition to your student
services. •

Kim A lim could sdl ice to I~ eskimo.<.
Disl'UJS this artie/~ at amp. utdallas.edJJ.!
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by felicity lenes
fml041 OOO@utdallas.edu

Beep.
You've got mail. Well, almost. You have
a text message promising you a pizza for
half-price.
Forget clipping coupons. Forget foregoing food to offset your newly raised
rent. Just remember your cell phone.
A new text-messaging delivery system
for student discounts has come to UTD.
Mobile Campus, an advertising company
that caters to college-age clientele, approached Student Government in Summer 2006 with a technologically chic student service: electronic vouchers coupled
with a phone listserv system that can be
used to let you know lab is cancelled for
this week, SUAAB is giving away food
in the Student Union, or your intramural
practice was moved back an hour.
The service is provided free of charge
to students, aside from the cost of receiv-

ing a tc::xt message, and is paid for by the
advertisers who offer discounts.
And at The University of Texas at
Austin, various cell phone service providers have started offering to shoulder even
the ten cent charge per message, a policy
Mobile Campus is optimistic will be expanded to other Universities.

/. /. The coupon

discounts are the
sprinkles on top of the
_ic_in_g_o_n_th_e_ca_k_e_._ ',~
Cingular customers who are members
of Mobile Campus at UT Austin get
100 free text messages a month -leaving
them 40 surplus messages a month after
the maximum of sixty sent out oo the
0-2 a day setting users start out at. The

FtlidfJ•Utl tS br()Ught U1 this artitkJr~ ~j'thargt. Dtmi
distount hubf>iniomj Ull ktnWI! 1hti Vitt Pmitlmt
Dis nus this article at amp.ur4gll%cdu!
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A hotel worker launches a kite at suoset in New Delh~ India. Photo by Ltam Skoyles

by liam skoyles
lts033000@utdallas.edu

Tucked away on the fifth floor of
Jonsson is an office you've probably
never heard about. You may not even
know there is a fifth Aoor in Jonsson,
but hidden away off the beaten track is
an office that has been grabbing quite
a bit of attention recently. A visit to
the Office of International Education
(OlE) is most likely not on your "to don
list, but they have been slowly chipping
away at the student body's pre<:onceptions of study abroad as expensive and
unnecessary.
The Director of the OlE is Dr. Rodolfo Hernandez Guerrero, an energetic
administrator who has been re-tooling
the office for a year and a half. Under
Dr. H ernandez's helm, the office has refocused the study abroad program from
"students acting on behalf of UTD," to

"UTD providing an institutional plat- ship (IEFS). The IEFS is not the averform for students to travel abroad."
age scholarship, as it is not awarded to
Also on the fifth floor, Dr. Hernandez a single student or even a select group
has also established the Center for US- of students. Each student who applies
Mexico Studies which seeks to take ad- and is accepted receives a scholarship
vantage of UTD's strategic location and dictated by "the legitimacy" of their
establish closer ties to universities south individual application, irrespective of
of the border. As a result of his work Dr. other applications the office may have
Hernandez was recently recognized as received.
one of the top 100 successful Mexican
Dr. Hernandez defined "legitimacy" as
nationals outside of Mexico in a leading a combination of factors based on costs,
Mexican business magazine.
academic opportunities and cultural exThe office is filled with a host of periences. Because the scholarships are
friendly advisors whose primary goal is not awarded on a competitive basis, they
to find a meaningful study abroad experi- encourage students to attempt more adence for every student who walks in.
venturous or unconventional trips.
The OlE is placing emphasis on creThe scholarship draws from a fund
ating study abroad opportunities that created by student fees, and it is rumored
will work toward meaningful credit. Dr. • that each year a significant portion of the
Hernandez explained, "In the year and fund is not given away simply from a lack
a half I have been director, almost every of applicants.
person studying abroad has brought back
Many students disregard study
credit."
abroad opportUnities because they don't
It is easy to disregard study abroad see a beneficial connection between their
for a host of reasons: financial problems major and foreign experience. Not only
are the main concern of most UTD is it important to "see the other side of
students. The OlE has a solution in the the coin," but international experience
International Education Fund Scholar- is an excellent resume builder, a way to

set each student apart from others with
similar characteristics.
UTD prides itself on the international makeup of its student body, as 14% of
UTD's 15,000 students are foreign, and
some of these students are taking advantage of the OlE's focus on sending more
studen~ abroad.
If you are thinking about studying
abroad, or if this article has allayed some
of your fears, you are not alone. Last year
UTD students were based in twenty-two
countries spanning four continents. They
were studying in places as close as Mexico
and as far away as Siberia. Many of these
students had experiences that will heavily
influence the rest of their lives.
Many students in lesser universities aspire to study abroad without much hope
of living their dreams. Here at UTD the
opportunities are as great as the world
is wide, with the Office of International
Education constantly working to smooth
the way to life-changing experiences.•
Liam Slurylts has;us/ rtlurntdfrom a semtster of
fultura/ mlightmmmt and (hup bttr in Btijing.
Disous this 11rtic~ 11t tn~~J.utrfrr/httt/11!
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Love is in the~
I

t is about this time every year
that guys have to bear down, grit
their teeth, and continue sucking
up to girls as usual. However, because
Hallmark says so, this month contains
a day that holds special significance to
the fairer sex. On this day, besides the
typical flowers, chocolate, and dinner

that are expected, there is a good
chance that if you are a guy then you
will have to struggle through one of the
cruelest tortures known to man: the

ch\C~ ·
l\\c~s

chick flick. This year, I decided to take
it upon myself to help every guy out by
watching several chick flicks- each of
which were recommended to me by at
least two girls - to determine if any of
them are, at the least, bearable. In the
process, I'm likely ensuring that I will
be spending Valentine's Day by mysel£

Sleepless in Seattle
"What if someone you never met, someone you never
saw, someone you never knew, was the only someone for
you?"
To answer this movie's tagline, that would suck.
Sleepless in Seattle, the second of the Tom HanksMeg Ryan trilogy ofdoom, follows a recently widowed
father and a crazy woman. After Hanks' character's
wife dies, he goes to Seattle with his son, where he
lives a depressed life until his son calls a radio talk
show in an attempt to help. Meg Ryan's character,
after announcing her engagement to that guy from

Spaceballs, hears Sam on the radio and falls in love.
She becomes a stalker. She writes him a letter asking
him to meet her on top of the Empire State Building
on Valentine's Day, hires a private investigator to take
pictures of him, then flies to Seattle from Baltimore
to watch him play on the beach. Now, were this real
life, her fiance would kick her to the curb and Hanks
would get a restraining order placed on her. And, quite
frankly, she would deserve all of that.
But this isn't real life. What happens instead is that
they run into each other on top of the Empire State
Building, and they leave the roof while holding
hands. The movie is still fairly watchable, so it
would work just fine for Valentine's Day:That is, as
long as you keep your mouth shut and don't make
any of these same observations.

Love Actually
The "Ultimate Romantic Comedy" promises
to have something for everyone, which is

somewhat true. After all, when your plot is a
survey of every stereotypical chick flick out
there, most people are going to find at least one
thing enjoyable about it. If your thing is a neurotic
woman who has a crush on a coworker, then you're in
luck. However, if you're a typical guy, your options are
considerably more limited.
That's not to say that it is impossible for a guy to
find the movie enjoyable. One storyline is thrown in
because the writer knew men would be dragged to
it. Granted, I won't complain about the gratuitous
use of Elisha Cuthbert or Shannon Elizabeth, but I
could imagine that you could get dirty looks from any
girls in the room if you get caught ogling them. Of
course, they'll be ogling Rodrigo Santoro, so they can't
complain.

Being caught drooling over girls is not even the
most iffy situation that can arise from watching Love
Actually with a date. The most worrisome aspect of
this movie, particularly on Valentine's Day, is the scene
that all of the girls that like this movie seem to focus
on. In the scene, a character expresses his feelings to
Keira Knightley through the use of signs. If you plan
on watching this movie that night, you had better
make sure that you have something special planned,
because thanks to the extreme romanticism of that
scene, anything short having organized a parade in
your date's honor is going to seem like you just weren't
trying.

A Mooesr
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The Notebook
By just looking at the DVD case, you know
what you're getting yourself into in this movie.
On it, the two main characters, played by Ryan
Gosling and Rachel McAdams, are preparing ro
kiss while soaked in rain. So obviously this is a
horror flick. Well, at least for guys it is.
The plot revolves around an old man in a
nursing home reading a iove story to an old lady.
'The story tells of two teenagers, Noah and Allie,
who have a summer romance and then are forced
apart when her family doesn't approve of him and
moves them away. Years later, he goes off to fight
in a war and she gets engaged to a wealthy soldier.
Noah makes no effort to get over her, even going
as far as rebuilding a house to be exactly what
she had wanted. When a picture of him and the
house shows up in a newspaper, Allie notices the
picture and decides that she is going to go and
vfsit him. They spend a little time with each other
and realize that they are still in love and they end
up together. And that's pretty much it.
There are certainly some ridiculous elements
to the story. For example, chey continued .
harboring feelings for each other even though
Kat:e

.1-ludson

How ~o Lose a Guy in I 0 Days
When this movie was recommeoded up happening is that they fall in love
to me, I was told that it was hilarious and with each other and, after overcoming
that guys should be able to appreciate the mutual lying, end up together. As
it. Apparently what that meant was an ad,d ed bonus, the relationship-inept
that there were a couple of funny bits. friend has the man that she scared off
and several scenes where Matthew ·· by being crazy return to her. I mean, why
McConaughey takes his shirt off. I do not? If you're going for broke on things
see how g!Jys might find a few scenes that don't make. sense, you mig~t as well
entertai~ing, but I'm not sure that Mr. . throw' in the Knicks being in the NBA
McConaughey taking ·his shirt off is all Finals, which incidentally accounts for
that funny.
.~
'
J.bout half of their dates.
In this movie, the main characters
I. can't think of a movie that I would
begin a rehitionship without realizing want to watch· with a date less. Besides
that each of them has a separate, effectively being a primer for women on
contradictory motive for entering said how to act crazy, you have to compete
relationship. Kate Hudson is a journalist with Matthew McConaughey. If you
who is trying to prove to a re.lationship- think that you can do that, you're a poor,
inept friend, while writing an article, delusional fool. Six minutes into the
that even the most beautiful girl can't movie, when the shirt first comes off,
act crazy without a guy running for the you better hope that your date isn't into
hills. Matthew McConaughey is doing charismatic guys with a charming accent
it as part of a bet that he can make any and good abs, otherwise you might as
girl fall in love with him. Coincidences well call it a night, as you'll be the last
of coincidences, they both have 10 days thing on her mind. •
to accomplish their task. What ends
up happening is that she becomes the }qnatlxmu•u 11utiJ sqm~ ladies trJ worth fll()f)ies with.
girlfriend from hell while he has to grit
Y<:>t/ve got his email addms. WI! h11Vt ih( taupoiU.
his teeth and bear it. Naturally, what ends
Disom this article at am,p.utdallaudu!

che only thing that chey had in common was that
they were crazy about each other. And that's not
me extrapolating from the movie, that's acrually
a quote. I found it a Httle hard to believe that
Allie would leave her soldier fiance, who she got
along with exceptionally welJ and who actually
had things in common with her, for a guy who
a typical date with hjm involved a shouting
match. Worst of all, if you really start to allow
the story to sink in, it wouldn't be hard to become
paranoid that every girl or guy that you come
across could be harboring feelings for a long-lost
significant other that they would leave you for in
a heartbeat.
1his movie does have a saving grace, however,
as che overall sweetness that is displayed in the
storyline of the elderly couple feels genuine
enough to make you forget about the problems
with the main story. The ending actually is
emotional enough to affect just about any guy, so
long as he lets his guard down. So, if yoo want
to seem sensitive and need an easy movie to cry
to, this is the right movie for you. Otherwise, I'd
steer dear.

Mallht:_-w

McConaughey
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The Top Ten Albums of 2oo6
Our intrepid editor sifts through the past year and picks his 10favorites

10

Jarvis Cocker- Jarvis

After the virtual disbanding of Pulp in 2001, lead singer Jarvis Cocker
essentially disappeared from public life, while his fellow Brit-Pop comrades either
found continued success (Damon Albarn's newfound international success in Gorillaz)
or increasingly small creative leaps (the last three Oasis albums). H ow apt that Cocker,
whose barbed lyrics and fierce intelligence gave Pulp the best 4-album run in recent
memory, would leap back into the fray with a lead single called "Cunts Are R unning the
World." H e's not holding anything back, singing about the plague of worldwide violence
in "From Auschwitz to Ipswich~ and getting slaughtered on "Fat C hildren" for his fancy
cell phone, all while singing j ust as powerfully as ever. Welcome back, Jarvis.

by jordan youngblood
the.ladykiller@gmail.com

Yo La Tengo -IAm Not Afraid OfYou and.l Will Beat Your Ass

9

After two fairly mellow albums, this best-named record of the year show- .•
cases Hoboken's finest band looking at more than 20 years in the business-and deciding to open up with massive lO~minute guitar stomp called "Pass
the Hatchet, I Think I'm Good kind" tbat revolves around one 6- note bass run the
entire time. Of course, the only thing that can follow a distortion- filled riff is a
whimsical piano-led song called "Beanbag Chair," right? 1he band sounds looser
and more relaxed, the songs vary from gorgeous ("Daphnia") to toe-tapping ("Mr.
Tough"), and they end with a meraficrional song caJled "1he Story of Yo La Tengo"
that will, in fact, beat your ass.1his, along with Sonic Youth's Rather Ripped,
proves there's still some of the old crew refusing to go out quietly.

a

Bonnie "Prince" Billy .
1he Letting Go

8

Destroyer - Rubies
Speaking of prolific,

Will Oldham doesn't

Back when this album came out in February, most publications fell over
themselves praising sometime New Pornographer D an Bejar's new album.
Now, at the end of the year, it's nowhe re to be found among most major top 10
lists. For my money, though, you'd be hard-pressed to find a better merging of
free-association poetry, references to other songs on the album, and an admittedly
warbling voice singing over some of the best melodies of the year. Bejar willingly
shows o:lf his Bowie influences, and if you'n: going to steal from anyone, why not
Ziggy himself? And if such theft gives us more songs like "Your Blood,""Painter in
Your Pocket," or the nine-minute title track, 1 say steal away.

Centro-Matic - Fort &covery

;

/

-

--

7

Will Johnson's seemingly endless pool of songs- continues with Centro-Matic's
fullest-sounding record to date, from the violin and vibraphone on "1 See
Through You" to the thick-as-sludge distortion on "CalllogThermatico:which in a fair
world would have been playing on every rock station in the country this summer. Alas,
the greatest band from Denton remains somethi.ng of a cult around here; it's a shame,
since "Triggers and Trash Heaps• and "The Fugitives H ave Won., stood high among
the most immediately memorable songs this year. No matter the audience, as long as
johnson's willing to pkk up his guitar and write-whether as Centro-Matic, South San
Gabriel, or as himself-it's hard to deny he's one of the best songwriters in America.

6

seem to mind putting on
multiple hats to release
a huge crop of work. Whether as
Superwolf, Palace Music, his own
name, or as his moniker Bonnie
"Prince" Billy, the man averages an
album a year; this one is his strongest since 1999's I See a Darkness.
''Cursed Sleep" might be the best
song of the year-a soaring, drifting piece built around a strummed
acoustic, strings and Oldham's
harmonies with Dawn McCarthy.
The rest of the album doesn't quite
live up to that standard, bur it's no
slouch by any means; "Strange 'Nay
of Life," the unusually aggressive
"'Ihe Seedling,~ and the stunning "I
Called You Back" make a case that
Oldham is only improving with
time. It's the best winter album of
the year.
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Grizzly Bear - Yellow House
Grizzly Bear's :first album, Hqnz ifPlenty, sounded like a folk record,

played at half-speed and underwater. It wa~ made on the cheap (in fact,
frontman Edward Droste never intended more than his fri~ods fo hear it) and
" struggled ag-.Unst the limitations of its production. Flash forward to Yellow House.,
where Grizz~r Bear now consists of a full group of musicians, has Warp Records.:
behind them, and (aptly) a big yellowhouse to record in.Tn~tead of the relatively
barren tracks of Plenty, Yellow House is 6lled with pianos, :Butes, 6anjos, violins,
and other asso~d elements; it's on.e of':the richest soiUlding albums: in a long
time,. "Easier," ".Knife;" .andiespeda,Jl)l"Lirtlt~ BrotQerthreaten to ove,rflow with
h;u:mooies .and sound. By the time "On a Nee~ On a Spit" ~'!'Iter~ fu11.,on roek.•
mode, you'll be astonished at the growth tl:Us band's maae in one album.

•

TV on the Radio - Return to Cookie Mountain

3

After the potential of Young Liars and Desperate Youth, Blood Thjrsty Babes,
TV on the Radio have delivered in spades on only their second full-length
album. Lead singer Tunde Adebimpe and guitarist Kyp Malone harmonize
over off-tempo drum machines, synthesized horns, wind chimes, and basicaUy any other
items they could wedge into the studio. For such a diverse sound palette, however, the
band never loses sight of tunefulness, as "I Was a Lover" has Adebimpe singing in a gorgeous falsetto over what sound like dying trumpets and guitars, "Province" has none other than David Bowie adding his voice over piano chords and sharp drum rhythms, and
"Wolf Like Me" tears out of the stereo with the mantra "We're howling forever" capping
the song. Catch their performance on David Letterman- it left the host stunned.

2

Neko Case - Fox. Confessor BringJ the ./i'Jor;d
A Canadfan. who sings like 1t.tebor.n Patsy eline over alt-eountry? Neko

Case applies to all th~ above, and this, her thit:d studio album, is an absolute snums.r: 12 songs, 35 minutes,
absolutely no nl,ler. Ca~e's vbice i:s on fire
here; "S'tar Witness" lets her hartno:nize wiili Jierself over·a bed of guitar, and jazzy
drums, "'lhaJ Teepag~ Feelit1g" leave-s he.rvoice han~ng ove,r; ilie ether, and "Maybe
Sparrow" ends on a soaring sustained note. She'S' surrounded By a band ot solid
tn\tsicians, who take "Hold On Hold On"and "'The Needle Has Landed" a net give
them a foundation around which to Jughl:ight Case!s·voic:re.lt's a telltament to her
abilities as a songw-riter tl:iat these songs would sound good with anyone singing;
however, with her behin~ tbe r:nitrep,hone, they r,.each ll whole new levd.

ana

Belle & Sebastian - The Life Pursuit
Scotland's finest group of literary songwriters continue along the road paved by 2003's
Dear Catastrophe Waitress that leads further away from the wistful, sing-song 60's pop

of their classic 1990's albums and into (gasp!) the 1970's, where Stuart Murdoch finds

T. Rex and Squeeze as his new influences instead of the Peanuts soundtrack. For those
still wanting Murdoch and crew to sound like wallflowers, this album may leave you d.isappointed;
for those willing to embrace the most consistent and tuneful album the band's ever produced,
you're in for a treat. "Another Sunny Day,""The Blues Aie Still Blue," and "We are the Sleepyheads" are my arbitrary favorites, but it's hard to find a single bad song. There were more impressive
albums this year in terms of technical prowess or skill; none were as endlessly listenable. •
Want to hear these albums (and others) on a weekly basis?
Tune in to jordan$ radio showfrom 2 to 4 on Mondays at radio.utdallas.edu!
Discuss this articl-t at amp.utdallas du!

GtoBAL~~e~o~~~~r~lc~s_____

'Global Warming' hype a bunch of hot air
Our assumptions about climate change should n·otforce bad policy

•

by benedict voit
benedict.voit@srudent.utdallas .edu

New gullies are forming. Boulders are tumbling down
the slopes. 1he South Pole has shrunk for six years in a
row, indicating a climate change in the works. All of this
comes from a NASA press release over a year ago making
the dreaded fact impossible to deny: global warming has
arrived.
The fourth rock from the sun is experiencing
climate change that is altering its age-old landscape.
What this means for its future is uncertain. That's
right. Old Red. Planeto Qyatro. Mars, that is.
Mars, the planet where humans currently do not live, where
we do not shoot smoke into the air out of our factories
or even sputter fumes from our SUVs, is experiencing
warming.
Granted, AJ Gore will surely come out with another
convenient untruth about how NASA's rocket-ships sent
to the red planet are polluting the fragile atmosphere. But
back on Earth, it is high time to cast our prejudices and
politics aside and conduct an honest discussion about what
Gore has deemed a "planetary emergency."
In his book An Inconvenient Truth AJ Gore insists that
human activity is causing global warming leading to such
disasters as the 2005 US hurricane season. These claims
come from a "consensus" of the scientific community.
Consensus is a word for politics where something can be
true if enough people agree. In science, though, agreement
does not equal reality. Moreover, Gore's "consensus"ignores
hundreds of scientists who do not agree with his claims.
In his June 2006 op-ed, Tom Harris of the Canada
Free Press quotes Bob Carter, Professor at the Marine
Geophysical Laboratory in James Cook, Australia:
"Gore's circumstantial arguments are so weak that they are
pathetic. It is simply incredible that they, and his film, are
commanding public attention."
Professor Carter is not alone; There are many in Gore's
"scientific community" that are just as skeptical of his
claims.1ney too are questioning whether we can pinpoint
exact causes of such a huge event.
Think about it. The weatherman in your neighborhood
has trouble getting the rain right. Magnify that to a global
scale, and it seems grossly difficult to understand the
complexities of slight variances in temperature.
Granted, evidence ofwarming across the globe abounds.
There are constantly cities that are setting record highs
throughout the year.
Melting ice caps have been one of the biggest visual
examples of the Earth Wllrming, and there certainly are
places in Antarctica that are doing so. But the majority of

art

Bmedict Voit

may

Global warming
very well be a result of SUVs and factories. But not on Mars. Unless our NASA rockets are polluting
the fourth planet's atmosphere. there must be other factor.; at hand. Is it the natural cycle of the sun? Or is this climate
change fear just politcal hype designed to scare you into voting a certain way?

Antarctica, It turns out, is not melting away into oblivion
(or even worse, the southern oceans). The balance of snow
deposits on the South Pole is actuaUy positive - there is
more snowfall than snowmelt.
Please don't get me wrong. I am not here to claim
global warming isn't happening, or that we should continue
burning away fossil fuels without any environmental
regards. Conservation of the environment is extremely
important I'm proud that my car gets over 30 MPG.
Renewable energy should be our new path in the future
- it will soon be cleaner and cheaper, and will free our
hands of many dubious international deals. I fully support
these measures.
I simply state that if we predicted global cooling 30
years ag<>, and now fear an explosion of heat, one of two
things must have happened: we are right, and that means
the Earth does have natural cycles of warming and cooling,
or we keep getting things wrong.
In either case, we should be moving on a path to
dean energy in a reasonable manner - i.e. in a way that
the market dictates. Ouly then will the transition. away
from fossil fuels be as smooth as it can. Allowing the
government or interest groups to scare the nation into
drastically changing policy because of shaky claims is uot

the way to move this country forward.
The Bush administration has announced that human
activity may be playing a role in climate change. This is
probably true. But the size of the role we have been and are
playing is still largely unknown. Observation does confirm
the existence ofSun-cycles. Over 11 years the sun increases
its solar output before again declining. Agreement on
whether this is playing more of a role than human activity
is not agreed upon.
If globa1 warming is mostly due to natura1 activity, we
then must ask the sensitive question: is the Earth warming
a fraction of a degree over a period of time a bad thing? If
If we are here to help conserve the natural environment,
and the natural environment is naturally warming, what
should be our role? Clearly a rise in 5 degrees could be
devestating. But there is no evidence that the current
situation is anywhere near that extent.
The new Democratic Congress has plans to hold
hearings on global warming. Hopefully these hearings will
illuminate the concrete science that is known, and take a
logical approach to this over-stressed occurrence. •
Benedict Voit Ms the fru marllt! tliclaft his tramitions.
Distuss this artidt at flm/?.UIM/Ias.tdu!
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by kimberley allen
kim. allen@student. utdallas.cdu

Back by popular demand!
The O'Really Factor is back and
reporting all the news you probably
knew in an entirely factual and
completely unexaggerated manner.
Enter the "no spin zone" and trust
the O'Really Factor to bring you
the unadulterated truth in these top
news stories:
Escalation is Not Augmentation
As we've all heard, President Bush is
upping the stakes, adding 21,500 troops
to the existing 132,000 already stationed
in Iraq. Furthermore, he's decided that a
door-to-door campaign to "gain the tmst
of Baghdad residents" would help things
considerably. Because there's nothing like
sight of military men wielding large guns
in homes across Baghdad to promote
goodwill in the hearts of already terrified
Iraqi citizens.
The Bush Administration has
retreated from negative terms such as
"e-scalation" and "surge" to describe this
sudden increase in troop deployment,
preferring Condoleezza Rice's more
neutral and yet quasi-suggestive term:
"augmentation."
I wouldn't dare make fun of M.s.
Rice's word choice. Would not dare. I
wouldn't even make a lewd plastic surgery
reference (see photo).
I will, though, add the word
"augmentation" to my steadily growing
list of favorite Bush euphemisms. Let me
share these with you:
1.
Instead of directly admitting to
a lie, the White House said its infamous
Iraq/Niger uranium claims "did not rise
to the level of a presidential address."
2.
It's "aggressive interrogation,"
not torture. Get it right.
3.
And, just because it's funny:
"I'm the decider, and I decide what is best.
And what's best is for Don Rumsfeld to
remain as the secretary of defense."

Libby Trial Meets Difficulty
Lewis Libby, Cheney's fom1er chief
of staff, will soon stand trial for peJjury.
Prosecutors and defense lawyers are in the
process of selecting a jury to hear the case.
Libby's council has found selecting a jury to
be more difficult than originally supposed,
since scores ofjurors have said they cannot
make an unbiased decision. Potential jurors
are dropping like flies because, in their own
words, they hate the Bush Administration
too much and wouldn't even pretend to
make an objective ruling.
High profile cases often require a
large jury pool, but not usually one that
is larger than Washington D.C.'s entire
voting population. Libby's lawyers have
already scoured D.C. for any eligible
citizen who feels the least bit of partiality
towards the Bush Administration and
has yet to find a single person. They
are expanding their search to Virginia,
Maryland, and other surrounding states
in hopes that someone on the East Coast
disukes President Bush less than the
current jury pool.
Despite the fact that Bush doesn't read
the morning papers, news of this latest
show of unpopularity somehow managed
to reach him. In a press conference, Bush
vowed to "gain the trust of Washington
residents" in an unprecedented doorto-door campaign, in which he plans to
send armed American troops to every
house in D.C. to win back the goodwill
and trust of each citizen.
Reuters Tightens Photo Guideline

Reuters has been embroiled in scandal
after publishing two obviously doctored
photographs from an independent
photographer in Lebanon. One picture
shows smoking buildings after an attack,
but the smoke had been poorly cloned
and exaggerated to make rhe attack look
more devastating than it actually was.
Every amateur Photoshopper knows
how to use a cloning tool, and the

Condi feels up the new troop 'augmentation.'

smoke was instantly recognized as fake
by bloggers. Many pointed out that the
picture may not have slipped through, as
Reuters says it did.
Soon, but not very soon, after the
fake picture was discovered, Reuters
took the picture down from its website.
The penitent news agency said it was an
''unfortunate human error" and promised
to investigate the incident.
Recently, Reuters posted a follow up
message from its editor, saying that the
news agency has "tightened procedures"
to "strengthen [its] existing exacting
guidelines." (Exacting guidelines, my big
toe.)
Reuters is ashamed and embarrassed
that even bloggers' untrained eyes were
able to perceive the exaggerated nature
of the photograph.
In keeping with its normally
high standards, Reuters believes all
doctored photographs published in the
future should be altered by qualified
professionals,
not
by
untrained
photographers in the field.
The news agency reaffirmed its
commitment to its principles and promised
to publish only the highest quality of
doctored photographs in the future.

My·sterious Samurai
Saves Police
Lastly, a story which is, amazingly,
completely true and hilarious at the same
time.
Two plain-clothes police officers
in South Shields, England were
surrounded by an armed gang who had
broken into a house. The criminals
outnumbered the officers and began to
attack. Just then, a stranger appeared
out of nowhere and struck one of the
criminals with a samurai sword. One
other criminal began to run away and
was also attacked by the mysterious dogooder.
Three of the burglars were arrested,
and two others escaped. The samurai,
however, escaped like a hero into the
night before police could thank hirrr.
Police are interested in talking to
the sword-wielding samurai. On the
off-chance that any of you knows the
samurai personally, I'd like his autograph.
Thanks.•
Kim is not considtrit~g augmentation
and wiJhcs that President Bush w~>uldn't, either.
Disaus this 4rtidt: 4t BJ!1t.utd41/4s.tdu!
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ACROSS
1. Who~eare
7. Home city in Italy of St.
Valentine
12. Mall Pizza
13. "I want you to want me,
_ _ ..."(two words)
14. When the out-of-towners
are expected
15. Know your roots
17. A deer's valentine
18. Type of decision made
quickly with bad results
22. "Say my _ _ "
25. A lyric poem, usually sung
26. Couple in Pairs: _and me
28. Neuter possessive
'30. Love, candy-heart style
31. A baby's first love
32. Typical Valentine gift
34. "The only one for_ is
you .•. "
35. Proof of aistenc:e: I _
36. Less serious than love
37. A small decorative woman's
box
38. Marriage won't change this
tide
39. One, or higher education
abbr.
40. The anticipated answer to
tht question
42. She's a real
44. A gift to play with
46. Another term for a couple
49. Nice bed-sheets, typically
red
51. Worth the
53. Better than nice
SS. To possess
56. A German's thank-you
57. Women's magazine for
young adults
59. Something to climb
60. 'Name' to Caesar
62. Being in this can be
dangerous
63. Article a guy should wear
for the date
64.vVhatofyoursshe
commands
66. Compass location of midAtlantic states
67. What a band wants the
room to have (abbr.)
68. Own this? Don't need clubs
or a racket to play fun sports
69. Dallas Geological Society
abbr.

Day

DOWN
1. Major that may fit 6 7 across

2. What you might get by eating
too many sweets
3. Subject of numbers
4. A period of time
5. The first Roosevelt
6.1t'saboy
7.
the season
8. The 14th letter
9. Color of choice
10. Bad romantic lights
11. Type ofdate expected
16. The u•h letter
18. What the evening may
entail
19. Eve's date
20. Either with your browser or
in your oven
21. Love songs can be heard on
one of these
23. Champagne type sprayed
in celebration; or, to call for
silence
24. They lived happily _ _
26. An object
.27. As cold as this
28. Old British version of
"island"
29. None of this will happen
32. A language you shouldn't
speak to her in (too
clustered, for example)
33. Old McDonald had a farm
41. What one does when
making a retraction
43. Valentine's Day wouldn't
happen with him in charge
44. This man got a heart in the
end
45. Used for mood lighting
47. Only a few days'- then
48. Written about one's life
aperiences
50. Good number for dinner
S1. What people are doing in
shallow water
52. America liked. him
54. A man truly in love
56. Reason you did stupid

things
58. A drop of golden sun
59. 'The' to Chirac
61. Recently coming into
existence
62. Party in Mexican politics
65. Bad movie with HaJey Joel
Osment

1h~ cro.<swqrdpuzzlt prinld in Dmmtb<'1' (Vol:J Issue 4) did not align with the dutJ. Furl/xr; tht Sudoku wm likewiu imfdHiblt. In
oth<'1' words, that puzut page w.as a tomplttt waste ofink. We apologiufor the h<adac!N or any missed tlass ttotes this may have caused.
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American Idol denies
blades, whips as 'cruel'
classic while being chased by a pack
of wild dogs. The dogs were attached
with speakers that allowed the judges to
Amidst comment on the singer's performance,
LOS ANGELES (AMP)
accusations of "excessive cruelty" to often negatively.
"Man, dawg, I don't know... you sound
its contestants, producers of the hit Fox
more
like one of those dogs!" cackled
televisionshow" AmericanIdol"defended
their rampant use of sharp blades, whips, judge Randy Jackson at the performance
branding irons and scalding buckets of one male contestant, while he sat in
of oil in their attempt to find the newest plush comfort in the Los Angeles studio
watching the chase on closed-circuit
American pop star.
"I don't think it's excessive to demand television. ~e then exchanged a high-five
excellence in any number of situations, with fellow judge Paula Abdul.
The competition, which claimed the
whether it be dodging whirling serrated
blades while singing a Tony Bennett lives of 167 contestants, has caused the
song or enduring the immense pain Fox network to now defend against a
of having oil dumped on you during a record 900,000 lawsuits placed against
coordinated dance number. How else the show. Despite the public outcry, the
will we know how these contestants react show, however, has no intention of slowing
under pressure?" said a high-ranking Fox down--or getting any nicer.
"Next week we intend o.n having a
executive. He then attempted to hurl a
knife at our reporter.
Johnny-Cash-themed show, with one
The show, which . has always had a contestant singing 'Ring of Fire' within
reputation for being mean-spirited due an actual, shrinking circle of flames and
to its practice of showing below-average another doing 'I Got Stripes' while being
auditions on television! not to mention lashed with a giant leather bullwhip. I
the forked tongue of judge Simon Cowell, think we'll find who has the con1idence
began this season with "I Will Survive and skill to become a real American
(OR WILL YOU?)," where contestants had Idol this year," said Cowell. He then also
to sing the famous Gloria Gaynor disco attempted to throw a knife at us. •
by Soo Pehr Stahr
Special Contributor

U'l*B releases
SSNs to counter ·
information leak
"Do you recognize your number?';
aa,y admillistr:ators
JUCll.ARDSON (AMP) - In the
wake of recent revelations that more
than 35,000 students and faculty
hav.e had. their personal information
comptolt\ised by an information. leak,
UTD administrators have decidec;l to
streatl,'lline the process by releasing
every single compromised social
security number onto theb. .we.b site so
students can see if theirs is at risk.
"We looked at the difficulty of
tr~ying to confact and inform everr
single domprornised student; it wo'tdd
be a nightmare. Then we thought,
'Wliy not just have them easily
acce!,sible c:>n th~ website so anyone
can check?' All you have to do i,s look
for your name on the webpage and,
voila, there's your social security
nu~e't in laxge l>old font dght next
to it;• said a member of the UTD
information resources department.
The webpage contains the student~s
name and .social security nun'l.ber as
an initial link. To make doubly sure
of the student's identity, the follow-up
link contains such ~:nformatiop as 'the
st}ldent's ~d~ss, credit card numbers,
bal\Xing account, family members,
and, any feeent large deposits into
their accounts. Thus, the student can
totally be sure that it was indeed; their
iftlormat:ion \hat was compromised. r

Bush, Pelosi agree to hate each other
· Wa:shingto.n (AMP) - Last month the new
MajoritY: L&adet~ Nancy Pelosi; and
"'Presidenf:SUSh met ~ral ume~J iU\d ~eel
to .enter. a ne:t~V ell!
oMli dial~ anc;t
Hous~

of

cancel' tc the ·

mce:' Bush

ner. "If yoU.. can'~ say an~
. d p\_easantly, '*don.'t '!Jay

anythi:t'l:g at an."
.
Jt wasn't a day later that Pelosi came on
telations began to.soJU', Last week :Nancy: Pelosi earner~ and pu.bl~c;ly agreed that t.alting
accused the President of p)aying politics with potshots at one another were:hardly productive
"our brave men and wom,en in \miform" but uses of tim~. "The Fresident's Un.mature
was quiCk to add, "no otfense" to her statement, statements are not helping move the country:
illustrating the diffetence between the selfisli forward," she noted.
djvis;ive .POlitiCS of &006 and Uie Jtew post
Pe-lo$i then Wished the President the oest
;Pcartisa.R !}'irit of 2007~
of health and offered-to cut all communication
The while House llaB, inanked Peio~ti toihe!' with the administration Um.nediately, so as to
feedback and added:, that her words, while protect theit\ from her potentially cancerous
bipartisa~t coop$ra.tio!;l.

However, in the hours aftm thieir c;:onfetence

,

BP.iri~ wete actUallf poisonous to
~i<:a and carried a big~ oftrataslni~

fle1pfiU in

message. She then w:ged the 'pzesident not to
work too ~d d~ hili mmaitti.ng two years
~ of:(ice. adaing t.h.at, "it mighfbe l:>e!tfe~ for all
of ua u ha ~~' notNng at an:~
The ' Piesident, in the true spirit .of
bipat'tisanship, p@1icly concuned with P~losi
in that the two -were •no longer on spe!lking:
terms. 'IT.ell the House Majority ~ader that I
forgive her for her cowardice and ifshe wants1o
get h:er forked tongue fixed, ~can I&Comrnend
a gaod surgeon."
Speculation d'o ntinues on who will wiJ;l this
verbal battle of the tftans, but one thing is for
ce.r tain: the: diaiog\le is sure to civil, wann, and
fi:lled with bipartis$ll harmony. •
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David Beckham t~ play for 5
years, then run for Governor
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Dennis Kucinich
attempts to lock
down vital Mrs.

Kucinich vote
by E . Lectoral College
Spec1al collaborative contnbutor

Think you've seen epic battles b efore? Wait five years until Beckham and " Ahnold" duke it out to hold the title of Mr. California. Can a Mr. Galaxy beat a Mr. Universe? To help voter s, the candidates will comp ete in strength, speed, rhetoric, firstlady potential, and looks. Beckham, in this portion of a preliminary, makes the first move as he out-does Arnold in modeling.

by Arnold English
Foreign Correspondent

International soccer star David
Beckham excited 213 people
when he signed a 5-year, $250million contract to join the Los
Angeles Galaxy. Beckham has
gained fame as a major player
for the England's national team
and Sparush team Real Madrid
When asked if sad for leaving
the Continent to come to America
where soccer is overwhelmingly
less popular, Beckham seemed
wlfazed. "Ehhhh, not really," he
chuckled. "I'll get to be fatter,
try less, and get paid disgusting
quantities of money for it."
Beckham already has high
profile support, most notably
from
actor-turned-crazy-man
Tom Cruise. Before finalizing the
deal, Beckham sought advice
from Cruise, who used his Level7 paladin experience to "reach
scientologically" into Beckham's
soul and find a long existing
desire to move to California
within.

Emerging from the smokefilled tent, Beckham felt assured
that LA was the home for him.
Many, though, believe there is
more than just his soccer career
behind this monumental move.
"He's a foreigner that I
don't understand very well. He
came here to play for money,
and is already magazinecover material," UCLA political
professor Jevons Wallace noted
"I ask: when is he running for
governor?"
Wallace is not alone in his
speculations. Californians agree
that if Beckham's actions on the
soccer field are bad enough,
it would give him a big edge in
winning a special election.
"I think he could be great,"
an enthused supporter noted
"Although he never was Mr.
Universe, he will be Mr. Galaxy.
Even so, if he could get pregnant,
that would be enough for me."
Lack of name recognition
will be hardest for Beckham to
overcome. Beckham will have
five years to show his face to the

potential voters.
Pans have already begun
creating new identities for the
Brit. "The Deterrninator" and
"Jingle for L.A." were the worn
thus far.
Wallace admits it will take
time for Beckham to build
enough political capital. "It will
be hard since Schwarzenegger
is rising again in popularity,"
Wallace added ''To difierentiate
themselves for the voters, they
may have to hold competitions."
Voters would get the typical
gubernatorial debates, but
Wallace suggests adding other
detennining events.
"Tests
of strength and spousal-bling
simply hit closer to home for most
Californians,"Wallace admitted
Wallace gave Arnold the clear
advantage in arm-wrestling, and
Beclc:ham the edge in speed.
Looks, comprehensibility, and
wife-trophy status, though, are at
this point "too close to call."
In any event, keep your eyes
peeled to see who can bend it
better for 'lbtal Recall: D. •

WASHIJ.\'GTOJ'\ lAMPl In the wake of
announcmg h1s cand1dacy for the second
s:ra:ght c lec!lon. pres1dental hopeful
Der.ms K.1c1mch has begun work on
lochng dO'.'.'!'. th.:, vote of one of h1s key
demograph1cs--h:s 'J:Ife. Elizabeth.
I :h:r.k thm¢ are lookmg good
th1s year ior finally sealing the ah•:ayscon:en!Jous vote of my current spouse.
I have her pretty much on my s1de on
a number of key 1ssues. not to mention
I took the garbage out last Thursday
Without even bemg asked," said
Kucm1ch.
Kuc1mch, who ran last year as a
hopeful m the Democratic primaries,
found hnnself often far, far behind in the
results. Many voters lacked knowledge
that Kucuuch was even a possible choice,
mcludmg h1s at-that-pomt fiancee
Elizabeth.
"As Elizabeth IS my th1rd w1fe. I thmk
I have 3 long h1story of bemg able to
·::m ovH female -.·oters to choosmg my
s:de." Kuc1n:ch sa1d. · Admittedly. they
dor. ·: seem to buy 1:1to my long-term
r;ollc1es. but I thmk I can ensure that for
t!1:s elcct1o:-.. Ei1zabeth ISm the bag."'
Pol1tca! commetators followmg the
race say that ·.•:hJe Kucm1ch has reason
to be cOI;fide::t o: h1s chances m wmnmg
over E:1zabeth. her vote may not be
sea!ed m stone.
I thmk Mr. Kucm1ch needs to cons1der
th:\t. for th(: fast !lme. we have a v1able
female c.'!nd1date 'Nith a large amount of
support bc·hmd her. He's gomg to have
to do some· scnous cAmpaigning to win
over h1s ·::lfe w1th H1llary out there," sa1d
one ABC ilnalyst.
Oth(·l cand1dates have expressed
then mtent to go after the v1tal
.0000000000000 l
demographic of
Denms Kuc1mch's ·s1fe. A scandal was
avo:ded ·:;h(:n Kuc1mch expressed
O'..ltnge ,;: f•'llo·:; repeat cand1date John
Eci·::a:-cs smll1:1g c\·ertly at h1s w1fe.
cr.>.; ;o i::e: :n!c::ncd he has no other
c:·:r-: c s:;: c, :·. •

